Lake Buchanan
Highland Lakes of Central Texas

Most lakes are alive with buzzing watercraft and activity of all kinds. Even though there is still a lot of water at Buchanan, because there is so little access, the silence can be stunning. Nights are particularly enchanting in some of the really remote areas of what was once the lake. The darkness is profound. A lack of normal lake background noise is quite reminiscent of an earlier time.

We offer day trips as well as camping on the dry lake bed far from shore. Fifty miles of trail have been opened up on Buchanan since 2011. Camping on what was once the bed of the lake is a truly unique experience and, it gives us a head start on day two of this dry lake immersion experience.

A climate change enhanced drought where more rain than average yields less runoff because soils dry deeper during longer dry periods.

Rates for Day Trips, Camping and Motel Camping

For three persons, day trips start at $267 per person, camping from $250 per person per day, motel camp from $300 per person today. For more information go to www.climateadventures.org or call (512) 799-7998. For bookings call (512) 450-4463 or use our email contact form on our website.
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